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Abstract 
In this paper we propose an algorithm for the recognition of Chinese-style vehicle license plates. Because the 
resolution of videos is much lower than that of static images, the approaches designed for recognizing license plates 
in the static picture don’t yield satisfying results when processing videos. In addition, the traditional approaches only 
take a single snapshot per plate to recognize, which is insufficient to yield accurate recognition results for that plate. 
In order to solve this problem, our approach processes multiple frames and generates a series of results per plate. And 
it combines artificial neural network, which identifies characters in the snapshot, and a simple statistics which finds 
the most appealing results among the result sequences. The statistics analysis can confirm the accuracy of 
identification. Finally, this approach has been proved to be accurate and efficient by the experiment. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
All tables should be numbered with Arabic numerals. Headings should be placed above tables, left 
justified. Leave one line space between the heading and the table. Only horizontal lines should be used 
within a table, to distinguish the column headings from the body of the table, and immediately above and 
below the table. Tables must be embedded into the text and not supplied separately. Below is an example 
which authors may find useful. 
Plate recognition on multiple video frames generally includes four consecutive steps: character 
segmentation, feature extraction, classification and statistics analysis. In the field of character recognition, 
several approaches has already proposed, including artificial neural networks[5-6], support vector 
machine[1], and character templates[2-4]. Parisi,R[5] proposed an algorithm for the recognition of Italian-
style car license plates. In that approach, characters are classified by a multilayer neural network trained 
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by the developed BRLS algorithm. Although its recognition is of high accuracy, but it only works for 
plates that are captured from static images and for each plate it only analyze one image.    
Jae-Khun Chang[3] proposed an approach for character recognition on road images from multiple 
cameras. It is required to calculate Normal Factor for each character, during which each character 
template models and a real character in license plate are computed. But it requires immense amount of 
computation, therefore it could not be implemented on a real-time basis. 
2. Character Segmentation 
In this section，we present a brief introduction of the approach we take for character segmentation. 
The accuracy of character segmentation plays a crucial role in the character recognition. The process of 
character segmentation is listed below: 
Fig. 1. The process of character segmentation;  
2.1. Discerning color style 
For Chinese-style license plate, there are two kinds of color styles. They are white colored characters 
with blue colored base, and black colored character with yellow colored base. So these two style will 
generate different binarization result, which makes it harder for later processing. 
To achieve uniform results of binarization, we should get the color information of plate by HSV color 
model and inverse the binary image of the license with yellow or white base. Hue(H) indicates the basic 
feature of color according to the position in the standard color wheel like yellow, violet, red. Saturation 
ranges from 0 to 360, which indicates the purity of the color. It ranges from 0 to 1.0. Value (V), also 
named Luminance (V)， is also named brightness, it ranges from 0 to 1.0. The four colors in license can 
be detected as follow: 
Table 1. HSV components of different color，“﹨”means to ignore 
Blue Yellow White Black
Hue 180-255 25-55 ﹨ ﹨
Saturation 0.2-1.0 0.4-1.0 0-0.1 ﹨
Value 0.15-1.0 0.3-0.1 0.9-1.0 0-0.35 
2.2. Binarization 
Methods of binarization can be divided into two broad categories, global thresholding and local 
thresholding. Otsu's method[7] is the classic global thresholding method. Otsu's method performs quickly 
and efficiently, furthermore, it is suitable for images of which histogram is bimodal distributed ，like 
license images. However, it has poor anti-noise ability and isn't adaptive to changing of illumination. 
Bernsen's methods[8] is the classic local thresholding method. With the aim of neighborhood features, 
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this method performs better than Otsu's in the complex illumination. Shortcomings inherent in Bernsen's 
method is the low computing efficiency and the probability of causing ghost （the artifacts that results in 
error strokes). LEVBB method (Local Extreme Value Based Binarization) is a new method to remedy the 
negative effect of ghost arising from the Bernsen's method on binarization. Based on Bernsen's method, 
four more threshold are added to LEVBB. At the expense of a quantity of running time, LEVBB 
improves the quality of binarization [9]. We will present the experiment results about the comparison of 
these binarization algorithms in Experiment section. 
We use LEVBB method in this paper. The environment and the requirements of efficiency should be 
taken into consideration when choosing the method of binarization. 
2.3. Character Segmentation 
Generally, there are three common segmentation algorithms: vertical projection, template matching 
and connected domain segmentation. Among them, Vertical projection performs quickly and efficiently, 
but it depends on the quality of binarization. We used the vertical projection with prior knowledge[10]  to 
adjust the segmentation. During this process, the expected width of character can be dynamically 
adjusted, which makes the projection more flexible. 
3. Recognition 
For a single license plate, we will capture several images from consecutive frames. Every character 
image is classified. Due to the distortion of image, it is difficult to extract features and the classification is 
of uncertainty. The final result is selected from the results set generated through processing the 
corresponding frames by doing a statistics analysis. So our recognition task is divided into three stages, 
which are introduced in latter sections. 
3.1. Feature extraction 
After character segmentation we can get the binarized images, whose foreground is white and 
background is black. In order to extract the feature of image, normalization should be done. In our case, 
we normalize the pictures to a 25px * 50px one. 
Technically, there are varieties of representation of image, such as Hu Moments[6][11], Fourier 
descriptor[12]. Although these features have shift invariants, rotation invariants and zoom invariants, for 
recognizing character binarization image we don’t need those properties. Since ‘W’, ‘M’ are different 
classes and ‘6’, ‘9’ are different classes, we can’t classify them into a same class. What’s more, since 
every image will be normalized, the information of location is beyond our concern. By comparison, grid 
feature contains the space information of an image and is sufficient to be distinguished from others. In 
addition, grid feature is the simplest one to be implemented, and it is commonly used in OCR[13]. We use 
grid feature as the feature of the image. First, we denote w for the width of image, h for the height of 
image, W for the width of grid, H for the height of grid. We divide the image into n*n grids and the size 
of grid is as
                                                                       (1) 
                                                                 (2)       
In our case, we specify n to 5. Then we calculate probability density of each grid. If the value of the 
pixel is 255, it is considered to be 1 and vice versa. Therefore, the probability density P of grid is 
calculated by the number of white pixels nw and the total number of pixels nt as: 
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                                                                      (3) 
In addition, n-dimension vertical projection and n-dimension horizontal projection are calculated .  
Finally, we can obtain n*n+2n dimension feature vectors. In our case, the number of dimension is 35. 
Then the feature sets will be the input of classifier. 
3.2. Classification 
In our approach for recognizing character image, we choose backward prorogation artificial neural 
network (BP ANN) as the classifier. Taking real-time performance into account, ANN is a good choice. 
ANN needs a small amount of calculation during classification process, though it requires quite a lot of 
time being trained. ANN commonly consists of three layers, including input layer, hidden layer and 
output layer. In our recognition task, we have 35 feature vectors as inputs and classify the character image 
into 36 classes, which demands 36 outputs. So far there is no way to determine the number of neuron in 
the hidden layer. But half the sum of neurons in the input layer and in the output layer is a common 
choice in research. So we specify the number of neurons in the hidden layer as 35. This algorithm is a 
supervised training, including the following steps:  
(1) Initialize network and set the random seed; 
(2) Calculate desired outputs and the error between outputs and the desired outputs; 
(3) Backward propagate: adjust weights of neurons; 
(4) Repeat (2), (3) until satisfying converge criteria. 
For setting the desired output, we set the according output to 0.95 and others 0.05. In order to converge 
and avoid being trapped into local minimum, we use momentum. Nonlinear function, namely sigmoid 
function is chosen as the output function, which is as: 
                                                                (4) 
To classify a character image, we will obtain a sequence of outputs and identify a class by choosing the 
one that has the maximum output during statistics analysis stage. 
3.3. Statistics analysis used to choose optimal result 
Although the noise of image sabotages the accuracy of recognition, but processing multiple images per 
plate can greatly reduce the probability of misidentification. Observing our experiment results, we found 
that not all character images are divided accurately, so a character may look mostly like another one, such 
as ‘1’, ‘T’, ‘7’ being misclassified or ‘0’, ‘C’, ’D’, ’Q’ being misclassified. But among the consecutive 
recognitions for the same character, the more times it’s classified to a certain class, the more proba y it 
will be correct. Therefore, we can take an approach based on statistics to analyze the result set.  
bilit
The value of output can be considered as confidence of a certain class. We denote a certain class Ci,
where i = 1…n, and n is the number of classes a character classified into. For Ci, its corresponding 
sequence of confidence are denoted as Pij, where j = 1…m, and m is the number of times of Ci having 
appeared so far. Next, we should divide the process into two branches under different conditions. 
Through sorting Ci according to the number of times it has appeared, we can get the biggest one and the 
second biggest one(s). We denote the result that has appeared the largest number of times Amax, and 
denote the one with the second largest number of appearance Asecond. If the ratio of Amax and Asecond is 
larger than a certain threshold, we can consider that the probability is sufficiently high for that result to be 
that classified correctly; otherwise, we should compare the means of Cmax and Csecond. But before 
comparing, we should eliminate some results with low confidence from the Amax set. Then we calculate 
the mean of Cmax and Csecond and we choose that one whose mean is larger. In the latter section, 
experiment will be proved to be accurate. 
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4. Experiment
This section will introduce the experimental results of plate binarization and recognition of Chinese-
style plate from multiple video frames. Several plates of traffic surveillance video are tested with the 
platform of CPU i3 2.93G and 2G memory. 
Fig. 2. (a) Original image (b) Ostu method (c) Bernsen method (d) LEVBB method 
The experiment shows that three methods performed pm the same in simple illumination. If the 
license image is well located, of which histogram has bimodality, Ostu method can be more efficient. But 
it is useless in complex illumination, like the image of over exposure. It also shows that Bernsen’s ghost 
is quite obvious. LEVBB method is time consuming but performs well with image of over exposure. 
In our experiment, we make a relatively large character training set, which are extracted from traffic 
surveillance videos. In this training set, there are almost 2700 samples. In order to converge, we train 
ANN for 5000 thousand times. 
In order to test our approach, we perform experiments of two kinds of color style separately, including 
white colored characters with blue colored base and black  colored character with yellow colored base. 
The experiment results are shown as: 
Table 2. contrast experiment of two kinds of color style 
color style total number
average number of
samples recognition ratio by BP ANN 
recognition 
ratio after 
modified 
by
statistics 
approach 
white colored characters with 
blue colored base
black colored character with 
yellow colored base
234
120
17
10
81.1% 
78.3% 
95.3% 
90.4% 
We can find that, in the recognition results set of a certain character, there might be some 
misidentification. But in the final result, mistakes are very rare. That means the statistics approach can 
enhance the recognition ratio evidently through analyzing multiple frames of a captured plate.  In the 
testing videos, there are 60 cars appearing, and only one plate misses being captured. That means we have 
354 characters in total to be identified. 23 characters are mistaken, namely, the ratio of recognition is 
93.5%.  
The general results above indicate that the proposed recognition approach based on BP ANN and 
statistics works effectively with few missing. Its accuracy and efficiency are helpful for real-time traffic 
video surveillance. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposes an approach for recognizing Chinese-style license plate based on ANN and 
statistics analysis. Before classification, segmentation of character is important as well. In the pre-
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processing stage, we use LEVBB method for binarization of image, which is relatively robust for the 
complex and highly noisy illumination environment. In the recognition stage, we use grid feature as the 
image feature, which is then used as the three-layer BP ANN inputs. At last, we take a statistical analysis 
for the results set to find the optimal result. The experiment result listed above verifies the high accuracy 
of identification of character using this approach. In addition, this approach is of high efficiency, which 
can be applied to real-time traffic surveillance. 
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